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2. WP 1 – Innovative Rotor Blades (ESR 1 & 2) 
 ESR 1’s task includes modelling of manufacturing defects in OWT blades; the aim of ESR 1 is to develop 
the damage tolerance approach in wind turbine blade sub-structures, focusing on the crack growth mechanisms 
and detection methods. The trailing edge of the blade can develop damage in the composite material and 
adhesive interface. The delamination is accompanied by the formation of a crack bridging zone, where intact 
fibers connect the crack faces behind the tip thus increasing the energy required for crack propagation (Damage 
tolerance mechanism) [6]. A finite element model of the crack growth mechanisms in a double cantilever beam 
(DCB), representative of the trailing edge, was developed where different fracture modes were addressed. 
Experimental tests were conducted in order to fully characterize this structure and support the model. Then a 
crack monitoring technique was implemented using Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) sensors in order to track the 
crack tip and its’ propagation. This sensor approach was incorporated with the finite element model in order to 
predict the sensor output and extrapolate to a real trailing edge case. Experiments were conducted on DCB 
specimen crack growth with FBG monitoring under several fracture modes. 
 The focus of ESR 2 is on CFD investigations of near-blade 3D flow for a complete OWT configuration. 
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6. WP 5 – Fluid Structure Interaction (ESR 12, 13 & 14) 
 ESR 12’s task involves RANS simulation for hydro-elastic floating substructure prediction. Horcas, et al. 
[9], summarize ESR 12’s work as ‘a new development aiming to deform multi-block structured viscous meshes 
during fluid solid interaction simulations. The focus will be put on the deformation of external aerodynamic 
configurations accounting for large structural displacements and 3D multimillion cells meshes. In order to 
preserve the quality of the resulting mesh, it was understood as a fictitious continuum during the deformation 
process. Linear elasticity equations were solved with a multi-grid and parallelized solver, assuming a 
heterogeneous distribution of fictitious material Young modulus. In order to improve the efficiency of the system 
resolution an approximate initial solution was obtained prior to the elastic deformation, based on Radial Basis 
Functions and Transfinite interpolators. To validate the performances of the whole algorithm, the DTU 10MW 
reference offshore wind turbine described by [10] is analyzed’.  
 ’s research focuses on analysis of a twist-coupled aero-elastic design for passive loads reduction on ESR 13
a full scale blade. Further details are not provided in the current paper.  
 is carrying out investigations into active flow control to improve aerodynamic performance using ESR 14 
blade modelling & high quality grid generation. ESR 14 looks forward to achieve an aerodynamic performance 
improvement of wind turbine blades by decreasing the flow separation and associated noise in real time. This 
goal will be reached through the implementation into the 10 MW MARE-WINT wind turbine reference of a new 
rod vortex generator technology that in its MEMS configuration allows an active control. Due to the lack of 
experimental data for the reference turbine, the 2 bladed 10 m rotor diameter NREL UAE Phase VI wind turbine 
was selected for validation purposes. A considerable effort was put into the geometry modelling and grid 
generation for obtaining the high quality structured mesh adequate for the flow study. The upwind and 
downwind boundaries were located three blade radius away from the rotational plane. The farfield was situated 
at the same distance from the rotational axis. 
 In Fig. 7 below, the definition of the domain boundaries for the simulation can be found. At the inlet the 
static temperature and velocity were specified, meanwhile the static pressure was imposed at the outlet. The 
blade was defined as Navier-Stokes adiabatic wall. 
 The RANS simulations were done employing both, Spalart-Allmaras and SST k-w models. Good 
agreement was found between experimental and numerical data. In the figure 2 the Cp distribution along the 
chord for a couple of sections for a 7 m/s inflow speed are shown as example. Once validated through the 
numerical methods, the vortex generators will be implemented in the NREL blade and their aerodynamic and 
aeroacoustic effects studied. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7 (L to R): Grid domain; blade geometry with tip detail; Cp distributions along the cross sections 95% & 63% for 7 m/s. ESR 14 

 
7. Conclusions 

 work and research in MARE-WINT is on-going, with project deliverables due in September 2015 . This The
paper has presented the results of only a selection of the researchers and research activities. Even the limited 
results shown in the paper, however, indicate a promising level and quality of knowledge and information. There 
is utmost confidence that the current and future results from MARE-WINT will be used to improve the reliability 
of offshore wind turbines, and optimize the operations of the system as a whole.  
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